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PREFACE 

This Standard was prepared by Standards Australia Committee ME-060, Controlled 

Environment, to supersede AS 1386.5—1989, Cleanrooms and clean workstations, Part 5: 

Clean workstations and AS 1386.7—1989, Cleanrooms and clean workstations, Part 7: 

Installation and use of clean workstations. 

This Standard provides design requirements and guidance for the construction of clean 

workstations, recommendations for the environment in which they are to be used, 

performance requirements and guidance on their installation and use. The air cleanliness 

requirements for clean workstations are specified in terms of the international classification 

system defined in AS/NZS ISO 14644.1, Cleanrooms and associated controlled 

environments, Part 1: Classification of air cleanliness. This new system of numerical 

classification for the concentration of particulates in controlled environments supersedes 

the Australian classification system used in preceding editions of Australian Standards for 

clean workstations. 

This revision of the Standard incorporates significant changes and should be read in its 

entirety. In particular the following changes were made: 

(a) ISO 14644 series are referenced throughout the document for guidance along with 

internationally accepted standards for the manufacture and certification of 

unidirectional* airflow workstations. 

Where these workstations are selected, certification for on-site commissioning and 

periodic test requirements are to be performed to comply with the requirements of the 

relevant Standard of manufacturer or AS 2252.6. 

(b) Factory test requirements have been introduced in addition to the existing test 

requirements. 

(c) Field test requirements have been amended. 

(d) Previous prescriptive requirements have been amended in favour of performance 

based requirements. 

This Standard is Part 6 of a series which deals with separative devices. When complete the 

series will comprise the following: 

AS  

2252.1 Controlled environments—Part 1: Biological safety cabinets Class I—Design 

2252.2 Controlled environments—Part 2: Biological safety cabinets Class II—Design 

2252.3 Controlled environments—Part 3: Biological safety cabinets Class III—Design 

2252.4 Controlled environments—Part 4: Biological safety cabinets Class I, II and III—

Installation and use (BS 5726:2005, MOD) 

2252.5 Controlled environments—Part 5: Cytotoxic cabinets—Design, installation and 

use 

2252.6 Controlled environments—Part 6: Clean workstations—Design, installation and 

use 

2252.7 Controlled environments—Part 7: Pharmaceutical isolators—Design, installation 

and use  

The term ‘informative’ has been used in this Standard to define the application of the 

appendix to which is applies. An ‘informative’ appendix is only for information and 

guidance. 

Compliance with an Australian or Australian/New Zealand Standard does not in itself 

confer immunity from legal obligations. 

                                                                                                                                                               

* In this Standard, the term ‘unidirectional flow’ has the same meaning as the term ‘laminar flow’. 
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